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ALTEA 90/120ALTEA 90/120
design r&s cleidesign r&s clei
Tilting bed with vertical opening system , available in 
two sizes, with a new and patented slatted bed base 
(CF 09).

Dimensions:
Closed 1010-1310 x 350 x 2200 mm
/39.8-51.6 x 13.8 x 86.6 inches
Open 1010-1310 x 2139 x 2200 mm
/ 39.8-51.6 x 84.21 x 86.6 inches
Height of bed base from floor 336,5 mm / 13.2 inches
Mattress 850-1150 x 1970 x 180 mm
/ 33.5-45.3 x 77.6 x 7.1 inches

ALTEA BOOK 90/120ALTEA BOOK 90/120
design r&s cleidesign r&s clei
Tilting bed with vertical opening system , available in 
two sizes, with a new and patented slatted bed base 
(CF 09). This model is provided with shelves and a 
storage for pillows behind the headboard, in the night 
configuration.

Dimensions:
Closed 1010-1310 x 623 x 2200 mm
/ 39.8-51.6 x 24.5 x 86.6 inches
Open 1010-1310 x 2412 x 2200 mm
/ 39.8-51.6 x 95 x 86.6 inches
Height of bed base from floor 336,5 mm/ 13.2 inches
Mattress 850-1150 x 1970 x 180 mm
/ 33.5-45.3 x 77.6 x 7.1 inches

ALTEA RELAX 90/120 ALTEA RELAX 90/120 
design r&s clei/pierluigi colombodesign r&s clei/pierluigi colombo
Tilting bed with vertical opening system , available in 
two sizes, with a new and patented slatted bed base 
(CF09) . In the day configuration this model has a front 
stuffed bench provided with a storage for pillows that 
makes the model Altea Relax a self-standing system.

Dimensions:
Closed 1010-1310 x 1050 x 2200 mm
/39.8-51.6 x 41.3x 86.6 inches
Open 1010-1310 x 2139 x 2200 mm
/ 39.8-51.6 x 84.21 x 86.6 inches
Height of bed base from floor 336,5 mm/ 13.2 inches
Mattress 850-1150 x 1970 x 180 mm
/ 33.5-45.3 x 77.6 x 7.1 inches
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ALTEA / ALTEA BOOK / ALTEA RELAX EN
TECHNICAL INFORMATIONTECHNICAL INFORMATION
Altea is a transformable system with a single/intermediate vertical bed with tilting opening system, available either in width
mm 1010 and mm 1310 and either in depth mm 350 and 623 and provided with an innovative patented slatted bed base (CF09).
Altea Book is 623 mm deep and in the night configuration it is provided with a storage for pillows and shelves.
Altea Relax is self standing and in the day configuration it is provided with a front bench with stuffed seat and storage for cushions.
Altea and Altea Book must be fixed to the wall.
Structure in wood with adjustable feet in nylon.
Mattress: spring , latex, 50% memory. Mattress locking belts in nylon with fastener in black nylon.
Available finishes: Structure: Melamine white dover, melamine Whited /Graphite Oak , lacquer CLEI Colour system.
Front: Melamine white dover, melamine Whited /Graphite Oak , lacquer CLEI Colour system , Glossy white Dialux , lacquer + pattern printing. Back 
panels always and only in Melamine White.

REMARK - INSTALLATION AND SAFETYREMARK - INSTALLATION AND SAFETY
All the configurations of Altea are supplied disassembled and their easy installation is supported by comprehensive instructions.
It is compulsory to fix them to the wall (with exception of version “Altea Relax”) , in 4 fixing points, using the proper hardware supplied by CLEI (squares, 
rawlplugs with diameter 9mm/0.4 inches and the couple nut-bolt) and following the assembling instructions provided together with the goods.
A plasterboard is not a suitable wall and the fixation can not be considered safe.
The installator is in charge to test the correct fixing and to provide a workmanlike installation.
The opening system is fixed to the structure with gears that remain perfectly tighten in both the day and the night positions.
Maximum weight supported by the bed Kgs 150.
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PATTERNPATTERN
Made only on a lacquered white dover panel and in CLEI pattern colours combinations.

BUBBLE QUADRA PETALO SCOT

BED BASE CF 09BED BASE CF 09
The innovation concerns a bed base with a self-locking mechanism both in the vertical and horizontal position, that avoids accidental opening/closing, 
and with a front panel to be fixed with no hardware.
Features and advantages compared to the standard bed base:
- The safety is assured by the innovative locking system of the bed base through a pin that self-engages (fig. 1)
- Opening and closing of the bed base by an easy movement through the device inserted in the foot (fig. 2)
- The frame and the look of the front come from innovative engineering : soft lines , great thickness , no handles not to compromise the clear look of 
   the panel+bed base, opening mechanism hidden in the lateral gaps (fig. 3-4)
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